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Abstract: This paper presents an approach  involving variable speed wind turbine 

(VSWT) generators in the frequency control to consider the healthy increase of wind 

power production. The popular approaches that promote the frequency regulation of the 

WTGs are droop control and a virtual inertia control. On the other side, the 

inappropriate and intermittent flow of the wind exacerbates the application of these 

techniques effects stability of the wind turbine, which will cause a breach of the permitted 

reserve power and the minimum rotor speed of the turbine. Beside these methods a 

dynamic de-loading technique is considered so that as frequency changes, the wind 

turbine operating curve is altered using tip-speed ratio control. This provides transient 

response and steady-state sharing of power within the stability criteria. In addition to this 

a  dynamic inertial response is proposed in order to provide inertial weighting gain in 

order that the response to rotor speed which reflects the amount of kinetic energy in  a 

rotating mass. Artificial Neural Network, a component of artificial intelligence functions 

as human brain. A feed forward neural network is considered. Furthermore, existence of 

a fair power margin is a necessary requirement for continuous power sharing. The poor 

performance of PI controller can be overcome by considering artificial neural network 

and the entire work is performed in MATLAB/SIMULINK. 

Keywords :  Droop control , dynamic inertia control, frequency regulation, , tip-
speed ratio,  virtual inertia control. 

 

1. Introduction 

 Wind power has experienced a large amount of power in the last decade. The rise 

in wind power has came across new questions about the stability, reliability and 

performance of the power grid. Wind turbines doesn't have natural inertial responses as 

traditional generators, because electronic converters de-couple wind generators from 

electrical power grids[2,5]. In addition, wind generation displaces traditional generation 

units as the wind incorporation into power grid increases, causing a decrease in the overall 

inertia of the grid. A substantial amount of research is dedicated to the inclusion of wind 
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systems in the control of primary frequency[3]. In some cases batteries and 

superconductor magnetic energy sources(SMES) are used to provide better dynamic 

behaviour for the system. 

 In wind turbine generators(WTG) frequency controlling can be divided into two 

groups like: the inertial response and the power reserve controls. Inertial emulation 

regulation briefly releases the kinetic energy(K.E) stored in the spinning mass in-order to 

hamper the initial time frequency reduction [8,13]. However the power reserve control 

emits the  power stored in a WTG's in order to provide steady-state power support in 

frequency events. The latter offers stronger support than the former, but a de-rated 

working of WTG is needed in order to engage in the primary control. Using droop-control 

system, wind generators will give a long-term response of frequency, the WTG is 

normally run under de-loaded conditions to provide better  power reserve. The variance 

between the maximum power obtained and operating point is the crucial lead obtained  

that could be aided to react to a permanent frequency changes[4,7]. In addition, several 

studies have been performed on the methods for de-loading implementation. Using wind 

speed calculations, researchers used to evaluate the quantity of power reserved. De-

loading strategies can classified into a delta and  a balancing control[6].   

 Hence key contributions of this paper are the development of a new strategies for 

frequency response of variable speed wind turbine-powered doubly-fed induction 

generators(VSWT-DFIGs)[8] [9], is based on changing the droop and the virtual inertia 

control loop to aid the wind turbine in-order to give safe frequency responses during the 

synchronised process. Wind turbines tip-speed control and a de-loading ratio, make sure 

that the proposed regulation doesn't influence directly the active power relation, such as 

general droop and inertia control changes in the pitch angle and the rotor speed in 

comeback to the change in frequency of system[10]. TSR for the maximum power 

point(MPPT) strategy and de-loaded operation is also given and the de-loading ratio is 

known to convert the droop and inertia power synchronously into the wind turbine[1]. 

Hence the suggested wind turbine facilitates frequency control upto the rated limits of 

wind speed in this work. 

2. Designing wind system 

 In the basic model of wind turbine, maximum power tracked by wind turbine can 
be formulated as [10] : 

Pm=0.5A Cp(,)V3                                              (1) 
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 where  is termed as density of air, A is termed as 
speed represented in m/s and C

The power coefficient from can be obtained as:

C(,)=0.5176(

where, 


 = 


The tip speed ratio(TSR) is formulated as

=
 .   

 where, R - radius of the blade expressed in

for particular wind speed. The 

to 1.2 p.u. 

3. Single area load frequency control using ANN

 In below figure, the load f

is shown, i.e., which consists of hydraulic generators and reheat steam generator units in 

terms of transfer function in addition to that wind farm participation is applied to load 

stage is considered[11]. The obtaine

Lw to transform the wind power from the base 

ΔPload,new =ΔPload 

Fig 1: Single area load frequency 

   At the VSWTs model 

using artificial neural network 

Neural Network, a component of artificial intelligence 

forward neural network is considered here

is termed as density of air, A is termed as swept area (m2),  V  the 
m/s and Cp is power coefficient.  

The power coefficient from can be obtained as: 

)=0.5176(


 - 0.4-5)e


 + 0.0068          (2) 

 . 
 - 

.
                                    (3) 

The tip speed ratio(TSR) is formulated as given below: 

                               (4) 

of the blade expressed in m, r is rotor speed of wind turbine

The controlling range of DFIG-WTGs can be considered as 0.7 

ingle area load frequency control using ANN 

In below figure, the load frequency control diagram of a single area power syste

which consists of hydraulic generators and reheat steam generator units in 

in addition to that wind farm participation is applied to load 

obtained wind power is producted with the penetration level 

wind power from the base power of system. 

load -ΔPwind.Lw                                                                    (5) 

 

 

: Single area load frequency control dynamic model 

At the VSWTs model four different frequency response strategies are considered 

using artificial neural network in order to obtain frequency regulation service. Artificial 

Neural Network, a component of artificial intelligence functions as human brain. A feed 

forward neural network is considered here[14].  This ANN controller is placed at anti

the wind 

of wind turbine 

WTGs can be considered as 0.7 

single area power system 

which consists of hydraulic generators and reheat steam generator units in 

in addition to that wind farm participation is applied to load 

with the penetration level 

ponse strategies are considered 

. Artificial 

. A feed 

This ANN controller is placed at anti-
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wind up on pitch limits to decrease the frequency deviation in the system for any sudden 

changes in load and generation. The control strategies are: 

 

A. Control Strategy-A: 
 
 The droop and a virtual inertia control are adopted in control strategy-A where 

droop control reacts to the deviations in the frequency of a system. Virtual inertia control 

reacts to the derivation of  frequency of system [17]. Droop control provides better 

contribution when compared to inertia control. In the droop control, reserved power is 

released in WTG for steady-state power sharing in regulation of frequency. Whenever the 

disturbance occurs the kinetic energy is released initially which is stored in rotating mass 

using inertial response to avoid frequency drop at staring stages of disturbance. 

 

B. Control Strategy-B: 
 

 In the control strategy-B both virtual inertia control and a droop control are used 

along with Proportional Integral controller. This Proportional Integral controller behaves 

in respect to the error among rotor reference speed ref  and speed of rotor r  in respect to 

the output power which is predesigned from power tracking curve[15]. Proportional 

Integral controller drives  DFIG to obtain original operating condition. 

 

C. Tip Speed Ratio Control: 

                 

 Beside to the control strategies A and B, TSR control is proposed, where the 

operating curve of wind turbine is varied in accordance to deviation in the system 

frequency by varying tip-speed ratio helping the turbine for providing sharing of steady-

state power which is in range of limits and transient response within its stability 

criteria[19]. In the TSR control the operation of generator is deviated from its MPPT 

(Maximum Power Point Tracking) and operates at de-loaded optimum operation to supply 

reserve power  and represented as 

 

Preserve = PMPPT  - Pdel    (6) 
 
where,   PMPPT  is pu maximum power point  

              Pdel is de-loaded power in pu 
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 Here the system is considered to be

varying tip-speed ratio value according to the frequency deviation the de

curve is adjusted. 

  

λ=λdel + Δλ 

Δλ=
|

where, Δλ is change in TSR, λdel is de

power point, Δfmax is maximum frequency deviation we equated it to ±1.

P=Kw3
r 

where,                Kw =
.    (

     Pbase is base power in MW. 

D. Combined Control: 
 

 In the combined control strategy 

is proposed using artificial neural network. 

additional kinetic energy provided by the system can be utilised to provide better 

frequency regulation and quick response time

 

 

Fig 2: VSWT-based modeling of DFIG with combined control

 

4.
  

Here the system is considered to be operated at de-loading of 10%. Thus by 

speed ratio value according to the frequency deviation the de-loaded power 

Δλ                                     (7) 

|
. 𝛥𝑓    (8) 

del is de-loaded TSR = 9.591, λMPPT  is TSR at maximum 

fmax is maximum frequency deviation we equated it to ±1. 

        (9) 

,)
 
 .

 

 

In the combined control strategy TSR control and a dynamic inertial gain

is proposed using artificial neural network. With the use of this dynamic inertia control an 

additional kinetic energy provided by the system can be utilised to provide better 

frequency regulation and quick response time. 

based modeling of DFIG with combined control 

4. Artificial neural network 

of 10%. Thus by 

loaded power 

MPPT  is TSR at maximum 

dynamic inertial gain[12,20] 

the use of this dynamic inertia control an 

additional kinetic energy provided by the system can be utilised to provide better 
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 Artificial Neural Network is a part of artificial intelligence which imitate the 

human brain functioning. This system consists of input and output units and operates 

based on some particular learning. ANN is shortly a collection of artificial 

ANN controller improves the performance of the whole system where

deviations are minimised for the disturbances oc

neural network is considered. 

Fig 3

5. MATLAB/SIMULINK R

 The simulation results at various step disturbances at different wind speeds using 

artificial neural network is observed and shown below.

proposed control strategy, considering an optimized single

DFIG, comprehensive analyses are performed. The wind farm is assumed to oper

de-loaded state with 10% de-load

is adopted. On particular analysis, WTG is 

at 7m/s wind speed. Studies of simulation

and combined control. By ANN controller the efficiency and performance is improved in 

all control strategies by reducing the speed 

The color indications of waveforms of particular strategy is represented below. 

 
Case 1: 

Artificial Neural Network is a part of artificial intelligence which imitate the 

human brain functioning. This system consists of input and output units and operates 

based on some particular learning. ANN is shortly a collection of artificial neurons.

ANN controller improves the performance of the whole system where frequency 

inimised for the disturbances occurring in the system. Here feed-forward 

 

 

3: Feed-forward Neural Network 

 

MATLAB/SIMULINK Results 
 

The simulation results at various step disturbances at different wind speeds using 

artificial neural network is observed and shown below. To examine the efficiency of the 

proposed control strategy, considering an optimized single-area  power system

, comprehensive analyses are performed. The wind farm is assumed to oper

loading at general service, and 20% wind power penetration 

analysis, WTG is treated to furnish support for frequency control 

of simulation to assess the efficiency of the proposed TSR

and combined control. By ANN controller the efficiency and performance is improved in 

all control strategies by reducing the speed error and obtaining less frequency deviations.

The color indications of waveforms of particular strategy is represented below.  

 

Artificial Neural Network is a part of artificial intelligence which imitate the 

human brain functioning. This system consists of input and output units and operates 

neurons. This 

frequency 

forward 

 

The simulation results at various step disturbances at different wind speeds using 

To examine the efficiency of the 

wer system-based 

, comprehensive analyses are performed. The wind farm is assumed to operate in a 

20% wind power penetration 

pport for frequency control 

f the proposed TSR 

and combined control. By ANN controller the efficiency and performance is improved in 

error and obtaining less frequency deviations. 
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(a) Frequency Deviation 

 

(b) Rotor Speed 

Fig 4: System behaviour at wind speed of 10m/s at load step disturbance of 0.05 pu 
occurs at 5s. 

Case 2: 

 

(a) Frequency Deviation 
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(b) Rotor Speed 

 

Fig 5: System behaviour at wind speed of 10m/s at load step disturbance of 0.15 pu 
occurs at 5s. 

 

Case 3: 

 

(a) Frequency deviation 

 

(b) Rotor Speed 
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Fig 6: System behaviour at wind speed of 7.5 m/s at load  step disturbance of 0.05 pu 
occurs at 5s. 

Case 4: 

 

(a) Frequency Deviation 

 

(b) Rotor Speed 

Fig 7: System behaviour at wind speed of 7.5 m/s at load  step disturbance of 0.15 pu 
occurs at 5s. 

 

Case 5: 
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(a) Frequency Deviation 

 

(b) Rotor Speed 

Fig 8: System behaviour at wind speed of 9 m/s at sudden  load disturbance of 0.07 
pu occurs at 5s. 

 

6. Conclusion 

 This paper focused on VSWT-primary DFIG's ability to regulate frequencies 

using the artificial neural network controller and came to know that by using Artificial 

Neural Network we can obtain better frequency response when compared to other 

controllers as the speed error gives  better improvement in ANN performed in 

MATLAB/SIMULINK. By analyzing all cases at different speeds and step-disturbances  

we can conclude that at very low wind speeds strategy-A give better performance as it 

doesn't depends on available K.E, but mainly we need to analyze at rated wind speed 

disturbances in both down and up frequencies where the TSR and combined control 

strategies provide better frequency support to the system than control strategies A and B 

which is much better using Artificial Neural Network than Proportional Integral controller 

and can obtain frequency deviations with the limit of 0.95 to 1.05 pu and obtain quick 
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response time. This control strategies can be sound good for all rated ranges of wind 

speed and helps to provide better load frequency control for WTGs. 
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